Getting Started

Collecting blood from human research subjects is now a common practice. Given technological advances that have reduced costs, as well as greater emphasis on biological markers from funding agencies, many social scientists and behavioral researchers are beginning to consider how to incorporate this type of data into their research programs. Collecting blood samples is unique to every study. There are multiple ways blood can be collected and multiple ways analyses can be conducted. This document provides a brief orientation to behavioral researchers unfamiliar with blood collection requirements. There is much more to learn, but hopefully this provides a good start!

When beginning a new research study that will include blood collection from human participants, remember to review the guidelines provided by the US Department of Health and Human Services and your sponsoring Institutional Review Board.

Identify a collaborator

Identifying a collaborator with expertise in blood collection and analysis is essential when beginning work this area. The equipment costs, as well as necessary skills in conducting blood assay and interpreting results, are unlikely to be quickly obtained by a novice. A contract with this laboratory should be established before the project start date. Example questions to consider include:

- How and when samples will be analyzed?
- What will be costs to store and analyze blood samples?
- How will results from analyses be disseminated?
- Who will retain rights to scientific products from study?
- How long will samples be stored?
Data collection

Staffing:

Hiring certified Phlebotomists will be necessary for blood collection. A flexible schedule is often beneficial when collecting blood from human participants to allow for flexibility in scheduling appointments. Blood collection may take place during a home visit or at a designated location.

Type of blood collection:

Blood collection can be a collected from different forms including: finger stick (prick), heel prick, ear prick, or venipuncture. Some samples can be stored at room temperature; others must be frozen in a deep freezer. Supplies will also vary widely based on form of data collection.

Important data collection questions to think through:

✓ What type of blood collection approach do I plan to use?
✓ How much blood do I need to collect?
✓ Will all blood be analyzed or some stored for potential later use?
✓ Will participants need to fast? If so, how will that affect collection time and location?
✓ What information do I need to provide participants beforehand?
✓ How will blood samples be transported and stored?

Blood Sample Labeling & Storage

Blood samples will need to be labeled with an unidentifiable ID on the freezer label. A master file of participant information and IDs, along with date of collection should be kept securely by someone within the research project to maintain confidentiality.

Blood samples will need to be stored properly such as in a -80° C freezer or shipped immediately in dry ice to a laboratory for proper storage. Check with local shipping facilities for policies and procedures for shipping biohazard materials.

If spinning blood:

✓ Cryovials
✓ Cryovials box
✓ Pipettes
✓ Centrifuge

Potential Vendors:

- DIVERSIFIED BIOTECH
- FISHER SCIENTIFIC